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A set of aerial photographs made by the 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration cov
ering the county are filed in the engineer's 
office. I t would now seem impossible to func
tion properly without them, but we are still 
looking forward to having a set of contour 
maps. 

CONCLTJSION 

The combined record of the ninety-nine 
counties of our state working under the county 
unit system of secondary road administration 
casts a favorable reflection upon that method, 
for conditions existing in Iowa. We hope that 
Linn County has been able to sustain the 
average rating established. 
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S Y N O P S I S 

The Committee on Vehicle Characteristics, with the cooperation of the auto
motive industry developed a group of statistical instruments measuring speed, 
fuel economy, deceleration, torque, and throttle opening. This paper covers the 
development and use of these instruments. 

The report is divided into two sections. The first section includes a discussion 
of the apparent need for means of measuring effects and relationships existing 
between the motor vehicle characteristics, highway characteristics, and the 
traffic conditions. Also included in the first section is a description of the in
struments, their development, and operation. 

The second section of the report pertains to the experience with the use of 
the instruments and the results obtained. The results include the comparison 
and rating of highways under different conditions of trafiic in rural and urban 
areas, and the comparison of different types of trafiic control systems by means 
of the instrumentation. Also included is a comparison of different drivers by 
means of the instruments. 

The Highway Research Board Committee 
on Vehicle Characteristics was organized in 
September, 1946. Its assignment was to make 
a study of the characteristics built into motor 
vehicles and their relation to traffic problems. 

The first meeting of the Committee was 
held in Washington, D . C , on Wednesday, 
December 4, 1946, at which time the objec
tives and their related problems were dis
cussed and a plan of action was laid out. Since 
that time progress has been made on the plan, 
and although the work is far from complete, it 
was felt that sufficient results had been ob
tained to warrant a report. 

I t appears that there is one general objec

tive toward which all people having anything 
to do with the motor vehicle are working. 
That objective is the provision of the most 
rapid individual transportation possible, con
sistent with the maximum possible safety, and 
the greatest possible economy. This Commit
tee is concerned with the characteristics of the 
motor vehicle built into it by the manufac
turer, how these characteristics are used by 
the driving pubhc, and how their use is related 
to traffic and highway. 

Motor vehicles have many built-in charac
teristics which can be studied with interest. 
Of these, however, there are only a few which 
are related directly to the vehicles' behavior 
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on our highways and under traffic conditions. 
The Committee selected for study, "Velocity," 
"Acceleration," "Deceleration" .and "Fuel 
Economy" as being the most basic. Certain 
values of these characteristics are built into 
motor vehicles by the manufacturer, and data 
regarding them can be obtained for mdividual 
makes and models of cars. To what degree 
the driving pubUc takes advantage of what 
the manufacturer gives them is only a matter 
of speculation. 

provided in the form of engineermg, labor, 
and material by the Bureau of Public Roads, 
Chrysler Corporation, and General Motors 
Corporation. Subsequent to the construction 
of the instruments, financial assistance was 
obtained from the Automobile Manufacturers 
Association, and cooperation and assistance 
obtained from the Traffic Department of the 
City of Detroit, Michigan State Highway 
Department, Connecticut State Highway De
partment, Univei-sity of Michigan, and the 
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Instrument Recording Speed Characteristics 

The immediate objective of the Committee, 
therefore, was to devise ways and means of 
studying these four basic characteristics, as 
to how they are used by the driving public, 
how this use affects traffic conditions, and 
how roads and traffic in turn affect their use. 
Insofar as could be ascertained, there are very 
little data available bearing directly on these 
problems. 

The Committee was faced with the prob
lem of developing tests and instruments which 
could be used in this type of study. A Sub-
Committee on Finance was appointed to ob
tain the funds necessary for development and 
testing of these instruments. Through the 
efforts of this Sub-Committee assistance was 

Bureau of Highway Traffic at Yale. Without 
the help of these agencies, this work would 
not have been possible. 

A Sub-Committee on Instrumentation was 
established and this group has designed and 
built one set of instruments for recording data 
on the four basic characteristics designated 
by the Committee. These are "Velocity," 
"Deceleration," "Fuel Economy," and "Ac
celeration." Acceleration is not recorded di
rectly, but as two related quantities, namely, 
engine torque and throttle opening, which are 
roughly proportional to acceleration. 

The recorders are contained in cases which 
are placed in the test car. Connections be
tween the instruments and the car are made 
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quite easily. They consist of certain electrical 
connections, a tube connection with the wind
shield wiper vacuum outlet on the intake 
manifold, a " T " take-off drive from the speed
ometer cable. A contact sector on the throttle, 
and a fuel meter in the carburetor gas line 
must also be installed. All instruments record 
their data in the form of numbers on banks 
of electric counters. The data, therefore, are 
statistical in nature and can be plotted in the 
form of graphs or charts. 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the in
strument recording speed characteristics. The 
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from this instrument are plotted in graphical 
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time. 

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the in
strument recording braking. The heart of this 
device is a distributing spring-mass deceler-
ometer unit, having as the indicating hand a 
contact arm sweeping over a sector as in the 
speed recorder. The electrical circuits through 
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Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Instrument Recording Braking 

heart of this device is the distributing speed
ometer seen at the lower part of the diagram. 
This is a heavy mechanical speedometer driven 
by a " T " take-ofif from the regular speed
ometer cable of the car. The indicating hand 
of the speedometer is replaced with an arm 
which sweeps over a sector divided into con
tact plates, so designed that each one covers a 
specific increment of speed. Each contact plate 
is connected electrically to an electric counter. 
The circuit from the bank of countera is con
tinued through an electric timer, through a 
battery, and finally back to the swinging arm 
of the speedometer, completing the electric 
circuit through the grounded connections. 

Each counter in the speed bank represents 
a range of speed in miles per hour. 

the bank of counters and timer are identical 
with the velocity instrument and need no 
further explanation. The decelerometer unit 
itself is an adaptation of the design used for 
many years in the General Motors Brake 
Machme, which has proven to be very rugged 
and reliable. 

Each counter above No. 1 in this counter 
bank represents a range of deceleration. The 
number of counts on any counter above 
Counter 1 in a trip is the total number of 
seconds that the brakes were applied in the 
range of deceleration represented by that 
particular coimter. Data are plotted showing 
ranges of deceleration and the percent of time 
of application. 

Measurement of acceleration is much more 
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difficult than deceleration, because the range 
of acceleration varies widely in the different 
gears, and because the maximum acceleration 
is a small percent of gravity. The require
ments for a direct reading accelerometer, 
therefore, are such that the instrument of ne
cessity becomes deUcate and complicated to 
the point that it is impractical for this type 
of work. Ways and means were therefore 
sought to provide a practical indirect measure 
of acceleration. Acceleration in a motor vehicle 
is brought about by an increase in engine 

The attractive part of this is that it offers a 
very easy and rugged means of recording the 
torque or force which is required of the engine 
to drive the car over a certain trip. There is a 
considerable difference of opinion in the Com
mittee as to the desirability of obtaming in
formation by either of the above methods. 
However, instruments have been devised for 
recording these data and the results are bemg 
studied. 

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the 
intake manifold vacuum instrument. The vac-
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Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of the Intake Manifold Vacuum Instrument for Determination of 
Engine Torque 

torque, which is roughly proportional to throt
tle position. I n other words, when you wish to 
accelerate your car, you "step on it." There
fore, a record of the degree of throttle opening 
is a rough indication of the driver's desire to 
accelerate on a level terrain. I n hilly terrain 
this is not true, because of the different throt
tle openings required to mamtam constant 
speed on different gradients. 

Engine torque is roughly proportional to 
the differential pressure existing between the 
intake and exhaust manifolds of the engine. 
However, the pressure in the exhaust mani
fold contributes only a small part of the pro-
portionaUty so that we can say that the engine 
torque can be roughly measured by the degree 
of pressure existing in the intake manifold. 

uum device itself is a metal bellows to which 
is attached a calibrated spring and a swing 
arm passing over a sector divided into contact 
plates representing ranges in vacuum. As in 
the instruments described before, the electri
cal circuit distributes to a bank of counters 
and is interrupted by timing contacts. 

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the 
instrument relating throttle opening with per
cent of total time. The basic part of the 
instrument again consists of a sector having 
a series of contacts over which sweeps an arm 
connected with the throttle mechanism so 
that each contact represents some degree of 
throttle opening. The electric circuit is identi
cal with those previously described. 
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Data from both of these instruments are ranges of percent of throttle opening. In the 
plotted in the form of graphs, the vertical case of engine torque, the horizontal axis may 
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Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of the Instnmient Recording Fuel Consumption 

axis representing percent of time. In the case be in ranges of percent of engine torque or in 
of throttle opening, the horizontal axis is in certain cases where a single automobile is 
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used as a test car, torque can be converted 
into force driving the car. In the latter case, 
the horizontal axis is in ranges of force. 

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the fuel 
economy instrument. The general layout of 
this device is identical to the speed instru
ment (Fig. 1) except that the fuel economy 
unit is introduced into the circuit in place of 
the timing interrupter. The fuel unit is con
nected in the fuel line of the vehicle between 
the carburetor and the fuel pump. Fuel under 
pressure from the pump enters the inner side 

strikes a rigid inner electrical contact. When 
this occurs, the electric valve is reversed, 
directing gasoline from the fuel pump into 
the inner side of the bellows, repeating the 
cycle. All energy for reversing the valve and 
operating the counter is taken from the elec
trical circuit and not from the pressure of the 
gasoline. Adjustment for calibration is ac
complished by positioning the electrical stops. 
The present instrument is calibrated so that 
each cycle and therefore each number totaled 
up on the counter bank represents 0.001 gal-

Figure 6. Instruments Installed in a 1950 Model Plymouth Showing the Five Counter Boxes and 
the Box Housing the Timing Device—Box on floor houses component parts of the instruments. 

of a metal bellows which is displaced against 
gasoline surrounding it in a metal chamber. 
This gasoline is forced out of the chamber 
through the fuel line to the carburetor. The 
displacement continues until the bellows is 
stopped by a rigid contact which actuates the 
electrical circuit throwing up one number on 
the counter, and reversing an electrically op
erated gasoline valve attached to the top of 
the bellows chamber. The reversal of this 
valve directs the gasohne from the fuel pump 
into the chamber surrounding the bellows and 
connects the fuel line to the carburetor with 
the inside of the bellows. Flow from the inside 
of the bellows causes it to contract until it 

Ion of gasoline used. Since the counts are 
distributed on the bank according to speed, 
the fuel economy data are shown as the per
cent of the total gasoline used on a trip in the 
ranges of speed used. 

As was pointed out at the beginning of this 
report, the data obtained from all instruments 
are in the form of accumulated numbers, each 
number being the sample of a condition over 
a short interval. All these instruments could 
have been designed so as to draw line charts 
of the different variables. Since, however, 
phenomena having to do with flow of traffic 
vary rapidly over wide ranges, analysis of 
line chart recordings would have involved a 
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tremendous amount of calculation. The ac
cumulating type of instraments permits a 
large number of samples to be taken rapidly 
and easily and reduces the work of analysis 
to a minimum. 

I t is not within the scope of this report to 
give complete design and calibration details 
of these instruments. Such detail will be made 
available by the committee in the near future. 

This highly experimental set of instraments 
(Fig. 6) was installed in a 1950 model Ply
mouth and the testing program commenced 
on April 25, 1950. The purpose of the testing 
program was to determine the utility of the 

T A B L E 1 
C O N N E C T I C U T R A T I N G C O M P A R E D T O D A T A 

O B T A I N E D W I T H I N S T R U M E N T S 
(Length of all tests—60 mi.) 

Section 
Test No. 

Con
necti

cut 
Rating* 

Aver
age 

Speed 

Fuel 
Econo

my 
Brak

ing 
Force 
Mean 

Throttle 
Opening 

Mean 

sec. 
mph. mpg. per lb. % 

mi. 
3 72 64.9 18.4 1.2 344 33 .6 
5 67 56.6 19.2 . 4 290 27 .2 
1 S5 52.5 2 0 . 4 1.4 282 22.9 
6 54 5 5 . » b . 9 296 27.3 
4 46 38 .5 21 .4 4 . 0 234 17.4 
2 28 40.9 22.3 1.9 244 16.3 

* Max. possible 80 points 
25 pts. Surface width 
12 pts. Maintenance cost 
30 pts. Accident records 
18 pts. Curvature data 

^ 80 pts. Total—Perfect Road 
•> Not Recorded 

information obtained by the use of these 
instraments and also to prove their durability. 
The object of this report is to present data 
relevant to determining the effectiveness of 
this instrumentation in the study of traffic 
and vehicle operating characteristics. 

The experimental work was divided into 
five sections. These sections deal with: (1) 
the use of the instraments to measure the 
differences in the roadway itself; (2) with 
the differences due to drivers; (3) with dif
ferences due to a change in the urban street, 
whether one-way or two-way; (4) with the 
differences due to the traffic volume; and (5) 
with the differences due to the type of signal 
system. 

1. Rural Roadway Comparisons—B.igXm a.y de
partments are working toward a sj-stem of 

rating the roads under their jurisdiction for 
the purpose of establishing a priority of con-
straction and maintenance, and for the pur
pose of allocating funds on an engineering 
basis. Some highway departments rating sys
tems are based, in part, on observations made 
by engineering personnel. Other systems are 
based on the physical characteristics and acci
dent records of the roads. The use of 
instruments as the sole method or as an aid 
to rating highways would simplify the work 
necessary and would make it possible to com
pare roads of one state with those of another. 

Test runs were made in Connecticut on 
sections of highway rated by the Connecticut 
State Highway Department. The Connecticut 
State Highwaj- Department's rating system, 
at present, is based on surface width (25 pts.), 
maintenance costs (12 pts.), accident records 
(30 pts.) and curvature data (13 pts.). Thus 
a perfect score is 80 points. 

The sections of highway chosen for test each 
carried about the same annual daily traffic 
volume. The test sections varied in length 
from five miles to fifteen miles. The test car 
was driven for 50 miles on each section. Dur
ing tests maximum speeds, compatible with 
safety and comfort, were achieved. The test 
driver was not told what rating had been 
assigned that road by the Highway Depart
ment. Table 1 shows the results of these test 
runs. Of the six test sections, test section No. 
3 was rated highest with 72 points. This sec
tion had the highest average speed, 64.9 mph., 
and the lowest fuel economy, 18.4 mpg. The 
brake application instrament showed 1.2 sec
onds per mile, the third lowest amount of 
braking. The mean force propelling the vehicle 
was the highest of the six test sections, 344 lb., 
and the mean percent throttle opening neces
sary to maintain the speed was the highest, 
33.6 percent. 

The results presented in Table 1 show a close 
correlation between the Connecticut ratings 
and the average speed obtained for the 50 
mile test runs. There is an inverse relation
ship between the ratings and the fuel economy, 
the higher the rating the lower the fuel econ
omy. The braking could possibly be an indica
tion of sight distances, the brakes being used 
more when short sight distances obscured 
slower moving vehicles. The force and throttle 
opening are an indication of speed and also of 
the grades; more throttle and force are neces-
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sarj' to maintain an average speed on grades 
than on level roads. For example, test sec
tion No. 6 had a lower average speed than test 
section No. 5, and yet the mean force and 
throttle opening were higher. This indicates 

chosen were: US 1, Four-lane highway; Wil
bur Cross Parkway, four-lane divided; two-
lane Connecticut State Highway; narrow two-
lane country road; and New Haven radial 
street. Thirty drivers were tested on each of 

T A B L E 2 
H I G H V A L U E , LOW V A L U E , & M E A N F O R T H I R T Y D R I V E R S T E S T E D O N S A M E 

S E C T I O N S O F F I V E T Y P E S O F R O A D W A Y 

Type of Road 
Speed Fuel Economy Braking Force at Rear 

Wheels Throttle Opening 
Type of Road 

High Low Mean High Low Mean High Low Mean High Low Mean High 
Low 1 Mean 

4-lane divided parkway 
4-lane, U S 1 . . . 
2-lane State Highway.. 
Country Road 
City Street . 
Complete Trip 

f»i. per i 
62.4 1 48.0 
50.9 1 39.3 
48.0 ' 36.3 
39.0 30.2 
31.0 1 23.2 
42.6 34.9 

r. 
55.1 
45.4 
43.1 
33.6 
26.8 
39.3 

mi 
21.9 
23.9 
21.5 
23.8 
23.5 
21.8 

. per gal. 
17.3 : 19.7 
18.3 , 20.8 
15.7 18 9 
19 2 ! 21.4 
18.0 , 20.9 
18.3 20 5 

sec 
5.5 

15.3 
10.0 
13.3 
30.6 
11.3 

. per mi. 
0.1 1 1.7 
1.7 1 5.9 
0.3 2.7 
5.9 ' 9.1 
5.4 1 13.8 
3.4 1 6.3 

pound. 
338 ; 225 
27" 208 
329 240 
228 ' 188 
231 , 180 
254 212 

283 
239 
281 
211 
202 
234 

31.4 
21.9 
24.9 
19.9 
14.8 
19.9 

percent 
19.4 25.4 
14.3 18 1 
14.8 20.0 
11.6 14.6 
9.4 11.6 

14.5 17.0 

T A B L E 3 

A V E R A G E P E R C E N T A G E O F T I M E S P E N T I N V A R I O U S S P E E D R A N G E S B Y T H E T H I R T Y D R I V E R S 

I Range of Speed—lliles per Hour 
Type of Road 

0-8 8-11 11-18 18-23 23-34 34-45 45-55 55-66 65-
Above 

% 7 0 % % % % % % 
Four-lane (US 1) 
F a r k w ^ 
State Highway 
Country Koad 
City Street 7.4 

0.1 
2.2 

0.1 
2.1 
9.8 

0.3 
5.0 

12.8 

3.4 
1.2 
9.9 

52.6 
44.6 

52.7 
7.3 

60.2 
39.1 
21.6 

43.0 
47.5 
29.5 

1.1 
1.6 

0.9 
43.0 1.0 

T A B L E 4 
P E R C E N T A G E O F G A S O L I N E U S E D A T V A R I O U S S P E E D S 

Average for Thirty Drivers 

Type of Road 

Range of Speed—J/«7m per flour 

Type of Road 
0-8 8-11 11-18 18-23 23-34 34-45 45-55 55-66 66-

Above 

Four-lane (US 1) 
Parkway 
State Highway 
Country Road 
City Street 

% 

5.1 

% 

0.1 
1.9 

% 

1.7 
8.3 

Of 70 

0.2 
3.5 

11.3 

0 * 
7 0 

3.3 
1.0 
7.5 

46.7 
45.0 

% 
46.6 
6.5 

55.9 
45.9 
25.6 

% 
48.4 
46.5 
36.3 
2.1 
2.8 

% 
1.7 

45.9 

% 

1.1 

that there were more grades on test section 
No. 6 than there were on No. 5. 

2. Differences Due to Drivers—During October 
and November, 1950, with the cooperation of 
the Yale Traffic Bureau, the project to deter-
mme the differences due to drivers was under
taken. Sections of five different types of roads 
were chosen as test sections, and each driver 
tested was instructed to drive as he normally 
would on each type of road. The sections 

the five sections. The object of this testing 
program was to determine if the information 
concerning the differences in drivers thus ob
tained was of sufficient value to warrant a 
testing program large enough to secure a 
representative sample of American drivers. 

Table 2 gives the high value, the low value 
and the mean value of speed, fuel economy, 
braking, torque and throttle opening for the 
thirty drivers. The range in average speeds 
was greatest on the parkway and smallest on 
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the city street. The range in fuel economy 
was approximately the same for the five test 
sections. The mean fuel economy of the thirty 
drivers was lowest on the state highway, al
though the average speed was only the thbd 
highest. The reason for this low fuel economy 
on the state highway was that there were 

T A B L E s 
P E R C E N T A G E O F T I M E B R A K I N G I N T H E 

V A R I O U S D E C E L E R A T I O N R A N G E S F O R 
T H E T H I R T Y D R I V E R S 

Type of Road 

Fou>Iane (US 1) 
Parkway 
State mghway. . 
Country Road. . . 
City Street 

Deceleration Range— 
Ft. per Sec.' 

4-7 7-10 10-13 

% % % 
86.S 13.4 0.1 
96.2 3.8 
84.9 I S . l 
79.4 18.9 1.7 
83.8 1S.3 0.9 

86 percent of the braking was in the lowest 
deceleration range of four to seven ft. per 
sec.^ 

Table 6 shows the percentage of time the 
thirty drivers spent in each of the force ranges. 
All force ranges were used one percent of the 
time or more. The highest force range, 553 to 
632 lb. was used by the thirty drivers 5 per
cent of the time on the country road, while on 
the parkway this highest range was used only 
half as much. The mean force used to propel 
the vehicle on the five test sections was 37 
percent of the maximum force available to 
propel the vehicle. 

The greatest percentages of time spent in 
the various ranges of throttle opening. Figure 
7, were spent in the ranges from 0 to 40 per
cent open. All the ranges of throttle opening 
were not used. The mean values of throttle 
opening and force vary directly with each 

T A B L E 6 
A V E R A G E P E R C E N T A G E O F T I M E S P E N T I N E A C H F O R C E R A N G E F O R T H I R T Y D R I V E R S 

Type of Road Coast 
Range of Fcace—Pounds 

Type of Road Coast 
0-79 79-158 158-237 237̂ 316 316-395 395-474 474-553 553 to 

632 

% % % % % % % % % 
Four-lane (US 1) 2.0 2.9 13.5 36.7 26.7 10.5 4.2 2.5 1.0 
F a r k w ^ 6.7 6.8 7.2 14.2 20.2 20.8 14.8 6.8 2.5 

2.3 3.7 6.0 20.3 29.8 22.fi 10.7 3.6 1.1 
Country Road 13.8 19.0 12.5 13.0 11.0 10.4 9.6 fi.8 4.9 
City Street 5.0 20.4 19.1 21.0 12.7 8.5 6.1 3.8 3.4 

more grades on that test section than on the 
others. The presence of more grades is shown 
by the high mean force and throttle opening 
obtained on the state highway route. There is 
a close correlation between speed, braking, 
force and throttle opening which can be seen 
when the test sections are arranged according 
to mean speed. The less restrictive the road, 
the faster the average speed, the smaller the 
amount of braking, the greater the force and 
throttle opening. 

Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the percentage 
of time spent by the thirty drivers in each 
range of speed, braking, force and throttle 
opening, and the percentage of gasoline they 
used in the various speed ranges. These tables 
indicate to what degree the thirty drivers 
tested used the characteristics built into the 
motor vehicle. Speeds used ranged from 0 to 
70 mph. The maximum deceleration rate used 
was 10 to 13 ft. per sec.̂ , but approximately 

other, although the time spent in the throttle 
opening and force ranges are not comparable. 

The work of comparing individual drivers 
has not yet been completed, but there is a 
difference between drivers even though they 
obtained the same average speed. Some drivers 
used their brakes less and used less fuel than 
others. Several drivers who drove with an "in 
a hurry" attitude used more force to average 
the same speed as others. Of the fifteen drivers 
who drove below the average speed obtained 
by the thirty drivers on the parkway section, 
more than half of these drove faster than the 
average speed on the city street. 

3. Differences Due to a Change in Urban Street 
Operation 

Two-Way Verms One-TToj/—Charle
voix, Mt. Elliott, and Congress; and Lamed, 
Mt. Elliott and Vemor, are two parallel routes 
extending northeast from downtown Detroit. 
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These routes, which serve both Detroit City 
residents and those residing in the suburbs 
northeast of Detroit, carry approximately 
31,000 vehicles each week day and are similar 
in physical characteristics. Only the Lamed 
and Congress sections of these two routes were 

propelling the vehicle after one-way operation. 
The mean throttle opening increased from 
8.8 to 9.5 percent open. 

4. Differences Due to Traffic Volume—The De
troit Traffic Engineering Department fur-

T A B L E 7 
A V E R A G E P E R C E N T A G E O F T I M E S P E N T I N T H R O T T L E O P E N I N G R A N G E S B Y 

T H E T H I R T Y D R I V E R S 

Throttle Opening—Percen* 

0-10 10-20 20^0 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-100 

% % % % % % % % % % 
Four-lane (US 1) 7.9 59.9 27.9 3.7 0.5 0.1 

10.5 19.5 37.7 25.9 6.4 0.6 0.3 0.1 
8.4 46.8 35.2 8.5 0.8 0.2 0.1 

44.6 30.4 16.3 6.0 1.6 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
City Street £2.9 35.0 8.4 2.6 0.7 0.3 0.2 

one-way streets when the Detroit Traffic E n 
gineering Department decided to make the 
routes one-way streets extending to the city 
limits. The object of the tests was to find out 
if this change had any effect on traffic for the 
entire route and not just for the sections 
changed. Approximately 5i miles of the 7-mile 
routes were changed from two-way operation 
to one-way operation. 

The average speeds on the two routes were 
improved during eighteen of the twenty-two 
test runs. This improvement ranged from 0.2 
to 3.6 mph. The percentage of time delayed 
(i.e. operating in the range of from 0 to 6 
mph.) was decreased during 16 of the 22 runs. 
The saving in time ranged from a few seconds 
to almost five minutes for the 7-mi. test nm. 

As the average speeds were increased, the 
fuel economy should be expected to decrease, 
but because less fuel was used standmg still, 
the fuel economy before and after one-way 
operation was about the same. Six and one 
half percent of the fuel was used standing 
still before the change to one-waj'̂  operation, 
and 4.0 percent of the fuel was used standing 
still after one-way operation. The overall aver
age fuel economy was about 20 mpg. with a 
high of 22.2 mpg. and a low of 17.3 mpg. 

The amount of braking was reduced ap
proximately 11 percent. The average amount 
of braking was 8.3 sec. per mi. before and 7.4 
sec. per mi. after one-way operation. The in
tensity of braking was about the same. 

The mean force used was increased from 
155 lb. before one-way operation to 167 lb. 

V O L U W — vnicLii tm turn 

Figure 7. Voltmie vs. Speed—Volume Re
corded at One Point on the Routes Compared 
to the Average Speed Attained for the Seven-
Mile Test Run 

nished volume counts taken on Charlevoix 
and Vemor just after the test runs, described 
in the preceding section, were made. Charle
voix and Vemor have about the same physical 
characteristics. They varj' in width from 34 
to 40 ft. There are no obstractions on the 
streets, and they are paved with bituminous 
concrete. Generally, parking was not allowed 
on either side of the street during rash hours. 
GasoUne buses operate on the streets, and the 
signal system is set for a progression of 30 
mph. Figure 7 is a graph comparing the aver
age speeds with volume during the 7-mi. test 
runs on both of the one-way routes. Several 
of the points are an average of two rans made 
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within the same hour, while the other plotted 
points are the results of a single run. 

Figure 8 shows the relationship between 
volume and fuel economy. The greater the 
volume on a given street, the greater the loss 
in fuel economy. 

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the 
amount of braking, expressed in seconds per 

CHARLEVOIX S VtRNOR 
ONE—WAV ROUTES 

ST ANTOmE TO ALTER 

' VEHICLES PER HOUR 

Figure 8. Volume vs. Fuel Economy—Aver
age Fuel Economy for the Seven-Mile Run vs. 
Volume Recorded at One Point on the Routes 

CHARLEVOIX ft VERHOR 
ONE-WAY ROUTES 

ST, ANTOINE TO ALTER 

VOLUME VEHICLES PER HOUR 

Figure 9. Volume vs. Braking—Tlie Amount 
of Braking During Seven-Mile Test Runs vs. 
Voltune Recorded at One Point on the Routes 

mile and volume. The greater the volume on 
a given street, the greater the amount of brak
ing. Not enough data have been collected to 
definitely set the shape of the fuel and brak
ing curves. 

5. Signal Comparisons—Part 1 
Speed Dala—Test runs were made to 

compare Grand River Avenue, Detroit, with 

seven other Detroit streets. Grand River is a 
main radial thoroughfare which carries a vol
ume of approximately 46,000 vehicles a day, 
and was the only Detroit street on which the 
"simultaneous" system of traffic signals was 
in operation. The traffic on the seven other 
Detroit streets tested was controlled by the 
"progressive" system of signals. The "floating 
car" testing technique was used during all 
test runs where traffic was present, and when 
traffic became very light, the posted speed 
limit %vas maintained. 

Figure 10 is a picture of Grand River Ave
nue taken at 5:00 p.m., just before the rush 

Figure 10. Looking NW on Grand River Ave
nue, Detroit, at Livernois, 5:00 P.M.—Note 4 
lane traffic in NW direction, 2 lane in S E direc
tion. Traffic is at a standstill for 31 seconds on 
whole length of street with simultaneous signal 
system. 

hour peak. Left turns wei'e prohibited at all 
times, and parking was prohibited during rush 
hours. A system of reversible lanes was in 
effect during rush hours only. Four lanes were 
used by the predominate flow of traffic, with 
two lanes used by vehicles travelling in the 
opposite direction. The 57 signalized positions 
of the "simultaneous" system operated on a 
simultaneous 90-second cycle: 35 seconds red, 
51 seconds green, and an average of 3 i seconds 
amber. Thus, every 51 seconds, all vehicles 
using the street were forced to stop. 

The results of sixty-five tests show that the 
average speeds on Grand River were 3 to 5 
mph. lower than on the other streets tested 
and that a larger percentage of time on Grand 
River was spent standing still than on any 
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other street. The test results also show that 
the motorists using Grand River exceeded the 
speed limit, especially when traffic was heavy; 
but motorists using the other streets tested did 
not exceed the speed limit. 

son graph is representative of all the tests 
made during the rush hours. The highest per
centage of time, 40 percent, on Grand River 
was spent travelling 0 1o 6 mph., while on the 
other streets the highest percentage of time 

S T A R T T : S 0 

S U N D m v C R 
> V C S K £ D - l 4 t l W H 

F U E L i c o n — 1 4 6 M P S 

W O O D W U D 
» V I . S P E E D — H P H 

P U E L E C O N — I T . t H P S 

S P E E D MPH 

Figure 11. Speed Results, Grand River and Woodward Avenues, Detroit—Curves are typical of 
all results obtained in heavy traffic. 

S T A R T T . S O A M 

S R A N D R I V E R 

I 

D E C E L E R A T I O N -

GRAND WOODWARD 
RIVER 

P T P E R S E C P E R S E C 

Figure 12. Braking Results, Grand River and Woodward Avenues, Detroit—Curves are typical 
of all braking results obtained in heavy traffic. 

Figure 11 compares the speed data at 7:30 
a.m. during one test on Grand River and one 
test on Woodward Avenue. For ease in com
parison, the percentage of time spent in the 
various speed ranges is plotted as a line graph 
rather than a bar graph. This speed compari-

was spent in travelling from 23 to 34 mph. 
The time spent in the 0- to 6-mph. range was 
approximately the time spent standing still 
because the test car travelled at 8 mph. in 
third gear with the throttle in the idle posi
tion. Therefore, more time was spent standing 
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still than in any speed range on Grand River 
during the rush hours. 

Test runs made in relatively light traffic 
show that almost one-third of the time travel
ling on Grand River was spent standing still, 

T A B L E 8 
G A S O L I N E E C O N O M Y A N D A V E R A G E S P E E D S 

G R A N D R I V E R A V E N U E - S I M U L T A N E O U S 
V S . P R O G R E S S I V E S I G N A L S Y S T E M * 

Route, Distance and 
Date Trip Starts Direc

tion 
Aver

age 
Speed 

Fuel 
Econo

my 

Simultaneous Signal System 

mph mpg 

Southfield to Cass; 9.9 
miles; June 1 and 
6,1950 

Midnight 
12:40 a.m. 
Midnight 
12:40 a.m. 

S 
N 
S 
N 

20.8 
20.9 
21.1 
21.6 

18.2 
17.8 
18.0 
18.3 

Mean 21.1 18.1 

Progressive Signal System 

Oakman to Caas; 5.9 
miles; June 23, 
1950 

Midnight 
1:00 a.m. 
1:20 a.m. 
2:00 a.m. 

S 
N 
S 
N 

28.3 
27.8 
28.3 
27.8 

23.1 
23.8 
23.3 
23.9 

28.1 23.5 28.1 

" Tests made during early morning hours; absolutely no 
hindrance from traffic. 

«RAND RIVEH 
START-MIDNIIH1 

P R O G R E S S I V E 

21 MPH 

while during the 5:00-p.m. rush, six percent 
of the time was spent in this range. Thus, 
the motorists spent more time in the illegal 
speed range when traffic was heavy than they 
did when traffic was fight. Woodward Avenue 
was the only street, other than Grand River, 
on which the traffic travelled in the 34- to 45-
mph. speed range, but Woodward was posted 
for 35 mph. or faster for about two miles of 
the 8.8-mi. test ran. 

Fuel Economy—^The fuel economy data 
show a loss in fuel economy due to traffic 
congestion, whether real, as in the case of 
heavy traffic, or because of artificial conges
tion, as in the case of the "simultaneous" 

SPEED — MPH 

Figure 13. Speed Results—Simultaneous 
System vs. Progressive System 

while the highest percentage of time standing 
still on the other streets tested was only nine 
percent. 

Although the average speed was only 14.9 
mph. at 7:30 a.m. on Grand River, nine per
cent of the total trip time was spent in the 34 
to 45 mph. range. Figure 11, even though the 
entire test ran had a posted speed limit of 30 
mph. At noon, five percent of the total trip 
time was spent in this illegal speed range. 

BRAHD RIVER 
START —HIDHiaHT 

PROeRESSIVE , 

ersMM 1 
S I M U L I A M E O U S I 

i 8 " 0 

! • • » t S - S 4 

S P E E D — MPH 

Figure 14. Fuel Consumption Results—Si
multaneous System vs. Progressive System 

system of traffic signals. The fuel economy 
was low on Grand River because a larger per
centage of the total fuel used was used at the 
lower speeds. Nineteen percent of the fuel 
consumed during tests on Grand River was 
consumed in the speeds from 0 to 11 mph., 
while only about half as much, ten percent, 
was consumed in this same speed range, 0 to 
11 mph., on the other streets. 

The average fuel economy for all rans made 
in heavy traffic on Grand River was 14.0 mpg.> 
and in heavy traffic the other streets tested 
averaged 16.7 mpg. I n the light traffic, the 
average gasoline mileage obtained was 16.0 
mpg. on Grand River and 19.8 mpg. on the 
other streets. This loss in fuel economy costs 
the 46,000 motorists who used Grand River 
each day almost a quarter of a million dollars 
each year. 

B r o H n ^ F i g u r e 12 is representative of 
the braking data obtained. The line graph 
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which indicates intensity of braking, shows 
the percentage of braking time spent in each 
of the ranges of deceleration, while the bar 
graph indicates the amount of braking, ex
pressed in seconds of braking per mile. I n 
general, the undesirable and even dangerous 
rates of deceleration were used more often on 

in operation 24 hours a day. After this date, 
a progressive system of traffic signals was 
placed in operation duiing the late evening 
and early morning hours, extending from 
downtown Detroit for a distance of 5.8 mi. 
Thus an opportunity was presented to show 
directly how well the mstruments would re-

PROSRESSIVE 
SrMULTANEOUS 

r 0 0 • / . 

• H N D R I V E I I 
START-MIDHIaHT 

SIMULIANEOUS 
PROGRESSIVE 

Figure 

4 - 7 7 - 1 0 1 0 - 1 3 

D E C E L E R A T I O N — F T . PER S E C P E R S C O 

15. Braking Results—Simultaneous System vs. Progressive System 
• R M D RIVER 
T I t t E - H I D H K H T 

P R O G R E S S I V E 
= 7 . 

S I M U L T A N E O U S 

H A X F O R C E 
A V A I L A R L E 

6 3 2 L I S 

F O R C E P R 0 P E L L I N 8 V E H I C L E — L B S . 

Figure 16. Force Information—Simultaneous 
System vs. Progressive System 

Grand River' and twice the amount of brak
ing was generally used on Grand River as 
compared to the other streets. Because the 
motorists must stop every 51 seconds on Grand 
River, they had to use their brakes almost as 
much in fight traffic as they did in heavy 
traffic. 

5. Signal Comparisons—Part 2—Prior to June 
3,1950, the simultaneous system of traffic sig
nals on Grand River Avenue, Detroit, was 

' E . Wilson, Proceedings, Highway Research 
Board, Vol. 20 (1940). 

S I M U L T A N E O U S 

PRO 

/ 

G R E S S I V E 
1 

V ) 
/ 

/ G R A N D 

S T A R T 

R I V E R 

— M I D N I G H T 

I 
\ 

\ 
, \ 

p ; 
' 0 

P E R C E N T T H R O T T L E O P E N I N G 

Figure 17. Throttie Opening Results—Simul
taneous System vs. Progressive System 

cord the differences between vehicle operat
ing characteristics under the two systems, on 
the same street. 

The test results, presented in Table 8 show 
that during the early morning hours the si
multaneous system of traffic signals permitted 
an average speed 24 percent less than the 
progressive system (21.1 mph. compared with 
27.8 mph.) and yielded an average fuel econ-
omj' 24 percent lower than the progressive 
system (18.0 mpg. as compared to 23.8 mpg.). 
Thus the simultaneous system here lowered 
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significantly the speed and economy of indi
vidual transportation. Figures 13 through 17 
show the results of this before and after study 
on Grand River. At no time during the teste 
did traffic hinder the test car. The speed limit 
of 30 mph. was maintained except when traffic 
lighte forced the driver to stop. The only vari
able in the tests was the signal systems, the 
same car and driver being used for all teste. 

Figure 13 shows the distribution of time 
spent in the various speed ranges. The average 
speed was improved 6.7 mph. by the progres
sive system, and this improvement was due 
to reducing the time spent standing still (i.e. 
0-6 mph.) by 22 percent. Figure 14 shows the 
speed ranges in which the fuel was consumed. 
The addition of 5.8 mpg. to the fuel economy 
is highly significant with gasoline costing about 
26 cente per gallon. This rise in fuel economy 
was accomplished by the reduction of the 
amount of fuel consumed in the lower speed 
ranges. 

While all the braking during both teste was 
in the deceleration range of 4 to 7 ft. per sec.^ 
(Figure 15) the amount of braking (repre
sented by the bar graph) was greatly reduced 
by the progressive system, from 10.5 to 1.0 
seconds per mile. 

Figure 16 shows the force used to propel the 
vehicle during both tests, while Figure 17 

shows the percentage of time spent in each 
ten percent increment of throttle opening. 

Conclusions—While definitive results have not 
been obtained, conclusions can be drawn re
garding the instruments and their use. 

1. The instrumente show significant rela
tionships regarding speed, fuel economy, brak
ing, force and throttle opening in the rating 
of highwaj's. There is a comparison between 
the resulte obtained with the instmments and 
the character of the highway rated by the 
Connecticut State Highway Department. 

2. The instruments indicate differences due 
to drivers, and to what extent the character
istics built mto the motor vehicle are used by 
the pubUc. 

3. The instmmente reflect a difference in 
performance due to a change of street opera
tion. 

4. The instrumente measure a difference in 
vehicle performance due to a change in volume. 

5. The instruments measure significant dif
ferences of performance and economy due to 
different signal systems. 

I t is the opinion of the authors that a more 
conclusive analysis can be made of perform
ance, driver demand and highway design 
through extended development and use of 
instruments of this type. 




